
Time Attendance System TAS



 This system is compatible and integrated with all devices used for
the attendance system and can be programmed and redesigned
easily to coincides with database and other used management
tools in the company

 Adoption flexibility where it commensurate with different
conditions of work for each firm, through hours identification
and calculation of delay or advance hours of attendance.

 Full support for all kinds of shifts including night shifts.
 Supporting shifts allocation operations allover days with different

working hours so that certain days can be set with different
working hours..



 Full security of necessary data communication base 
on known protocols such as. HTTP  

 The system is  web-based and easy to access through local net or 
the internet.

 The system can be operated on all hand punch devices of  (Native 
Application),

 such as I phone, Android, BlackBerry and other operation devices



 The system is bilingual(Arabic/English)and also supports Higri
date as per Om Al Gorah calendar.

 The internal storage of the system accommodate infinite number
of employees, departments, vacations, ceremonies and footprint
hardware

 The system allows employees to view their attendance details
and printing of daily or monthly reports via personal account for
each employee.



 Great flexibility in administrative powers and division of functions to
managers and following – up employees, including possibility of
assigning administrative powers for more than one manager within
the same department or administrative powers for a manager within
more than one. department

 Reports production possibility with more than one form such as
PDF, Excel, Document Text with the possibility of addition and
modification of reports as department need

 Standard and automatic handling time of processed data and
data transfer from devices to database.



 The system contains different workflows where updates are
applied to human resources of fingerprint programs on approval
or rejection of designated manager or as per approved
mechanism

 The feature of notification messages, SMS automatically on the
mobile or the Email or sending automatic post messages to
managers and employees in case of delay or absence and other
on daily, weekly, monthly or periodically subject to adopted
mechanism.
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